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Abstract 
We study the facial structure of polyhedra associated with the classical class-teacher 
time-table problem. After the presentation of some first results we introduce the class 
of partition inequalities and show that they are facet-defining for the general, monotone 
time-table polyhedron. Then we show that for two classes, two teachers and an arbitrary 
number of time periods, the time-table problem can be solved by the greedy algorithm. 
A polyhedral description for the associated monotone polytope is given based on nonnegativ- 
ity, assignment and partition inequalities. The completeness of the linear system is established 
via the concept of total dual integrality. Finally, we conclude with some open questions and 
related problems. 
1. Introduction and basic concepts 
Time-table problems belong to the notoriously hard combinatorial optimization 
problems. To our knowledge linear programming techniques have not been applied to 
their solution. These techniques have been proven to be very efficient for the solution 
of various combinatorial optimization problems. The present paper is intended to 
initiate the study of time-table problems from a polyhedral point of view. We will 
restrict ourselves to the “class-teacher” model, which in its most simple form, can be 
defined as follows: Given classes ci, i E N = { 1, . n}, teachers tj, ,j E N, time periods 
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Pk, k E M = { 1,. ,m} as well as a nonnegative integer IZ x n requirement matrix 
R = (rij), find a vector x = (xijk) satisfying the conditions: 
i$IXijk=l VjEN, kEM, 
fXijk=l ViEN, kEM, (1) 
j=l 
f Xijk = rij V’i,j E N, 
k=l 
xijkE:O,l} vi,,iEN, kEM. 
A time-table is an n x n array T, each cell ij of which contains exactly rij symbols of 
M such that in each row and in each column each symbol occurs only once. Observe 
that any time-table corresponds to a solution of (1) and vice versa. See Fig. 1 for 
a small example with n = 2, m = 3. 
Throughout this paper we will assume that Yij 3 1 for i, j E N (implying in particular 
that m 3 n). De Werra [2] has shown that a time-table exists (with respect to n, m, R as 
prescribed above) if and only if the entries of R satisfy the following conditions: 
i$lrij=m v.iEN, 
(2) 
jclrij = m Vi E N. 
Matrices R can easily be found. The explicit construction of a time-table is however 
not so evident, in particular when for selected triples ijk teacher tj is not able to teach 
class Ci at time period Pk. By choosing appropriate weights Cijk this situation can be 
modeled by a combinatorial optimization problem as follows: 
Given weights Cijk find a solution of (1) that maximizes f: i f CijkXijk. (3) 
i=r j=lk=l 
Let us now introduce some basic concepts from polyhedral theory. A polyhedron 
P c R” is the intersection of finitely many half-spaces in R”. Any bounded polyhedron 
is called a polytope. Note that any polytope is at the same time the convex hull of 
a finite number of points in R”. The dimension of a polyhedron P, denoted as dim P, is 
the maximum number of affinely independent points in P minus one. A linear 
Fig. 1. Requirement matrix and a corresponding time-table 
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inequality U’.Y < ao with a E R”\(O) and uo E R is said to be calid for P if 
P c (X E R”la’s < UO). A subset F of P is called aj&e of P, if there exists an inequality 
a’.~ < 00, valid for P, such that F = {.Y E Pla’x = m}. We also say that LI’.Y < (10 
&fines F. A nonempty face F of P is called proper if F # P. A proper face maximal 
with respect to set inclusion is called aj&et. Any polyhedron P has a representation of 
the form P = [.Y E R”I.4.x 6 h, Dx = d). If D has full row rank and (.Y E R”lD.\- = ti) 
equals qf(P), the affine space spanned by P, then the system Ds = tl is called 
a minimal equation system for P. 
We call the convex hull of all solutions of (I) the time-tat& polyhedron P.1.. 
PT denotes its monotonization, i.e. the polytope COIU: (X E [O, 1 )““‘I~ solution J of (1) 
such that .Y < J,)-. We are interested in minimal descriptions of Pr, PY by linear 
equations and inequalities. Just observe that since PI- is a face of FT, a complete linear 
description of P7. can be obtained from such a description of PT. Two reasons for 
studying P, are the following: 
l P, is full-dimensional and therefore easier to study than PT, 
l P”, and (as we will discuss in Section 5) in particular, “partition inequalities”, to be 
introduced in Section 3, are interesting for any stepwise construction of time-tables 
and associated heuristics. 
We will use the notations P’+, P? whenever the underlying n is fixed to a particular 
value (e.g. tz = 2,3). 
Finally, we introduce the concept of “total dual integrality” which will be used to 
prove a linear system to completely describe the convex hull of a set of 0-l points. 
A linear system As < h is called totally duul integrrl (or TDI) if the minimum in the 
linear programming duality equation max (ctxlAr d h) = rnin{~~‘hl~’ 3 0. )‘A = (,j 
has an integral optimum solution 1\’ for each integral vector c for which the minimum 
is finite (this is always the case for our time-table polyhedra). Moreover, if Ax < h is 
TDI and h is integral then the polyhedron {X E R‘IAs < hi is the convex hull of the 
integral vectors contained in it. For more details we refer the reader to [7]. 
2. First results on the facial structure of P7 
To start this section let us determine the dimension of PT. which can be done by 
establishing a minimal equation system D’x = d’ for PT. For this we will have to form 
several times the sum Cijk uijk$ for a given a E R ““\,(O) and the incidence vector .Y”’ 
of a time-table T. For ease of presentation we will abbreviate that sum by a(T). 
Consider the (2nm + n’) x (n2m)-matrix D, as shown in Fig. 2, which is used to 
formulate our problem. The columns of this matrix are indexed by [jli, the top rows by 
jk, the middle rows by ik and the bottom rows by {j_ The index i varies most slowly, 
k most rapidly. Furthermore, let d denote the vector consisting of 2nm l‘s and the I.,,‘s 
(in the order prescribed above). We now remove from D the (linearly dependent) rows 
numbered nm+l,...,nm+m, 2nm+1....,2nm+n as well as 2nm+n+l. 
2nm + 2n + 1, ,2nm + (n - 1)n + 1 to obtain a matrix D’ which has full row rank 
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Fig. 2. Matrix D. 
Fig. 3. Completable arrays. 
2nm + n2 - (m + 2n - 1); we also remove the corresponding components from d to 
obtain a vector d’. Observe that for m = n the matrices D and D’ coincide with those 
studied in [3]. 
Theorem 2.1. The system D’x = d’ is a minimal eq~ut~on ~~~t~rn~~r PT.
Proof. For n = 2 and n 2 4, the proof is similar to that of [3]. It can also be extended 
to the case n = 3 using the completable arrays of Fig. 3 in which c( and p stand for two 
distinct symbols from M. 0 
Corollary 2.1. dim PT = (n - 1)2 fm - 1). 
The next result provides us with a first class of facet-defining inequalities for PT: 
Theorem 2.2. The inequul~t~e‘~ xijk > 0 d@ze facets of PT for i, j E N and k E M $f 
rij < m - 1 or m = 2. 
Proof. Again, for n = 2 and IZ 3 4 the proof is essentially the same as in [3]. For n = 3 
and i = 1, j = 3, it can be shown that 4(na - 1) linearly independent time-tables can be 
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constructed with Xijk = 0, using that all partial time-tables depicted in Fig. 3 can be 
completed to full ones without setting symbol k in cell 13 provided x, p E M: { k) and 
^AZP. 0 
Proposition 2.1. The inequalities Xijk < 1 are redundant .fiw -11 i, j E N and k E M. 
Proof. Any such inequality can be obtained by adding n - 1 suitable inequalities 
- uyi’j’k’ d 0 to an equation b’x = 1. u 
Let us turn to the monotonization of P,, P,. Recall that P, has full dimension, i.e. 
dim pT = n2m. The following result is well known from the study of general, monotone 
O-1 polytopes (cf. [4]). 
Proposition 2.2. The inequality Xijk > 0 d+nes a ,fucet of pT jbr all i, j E N, k E M. 
Apart ,from those (trivial) inequalities there are no other j&et-dejning ones having 
right-hand side 0. All nontrivial facet-de$ning inequalities ut.x < a0 have positive right- 
hand side and nonnegative coeficients. 
Proposition 2.3. The assignment inequalities 
.jEN, kEM, 
and 
1 Xijk < 1, iEN, kEM, 
j= 1 
define facets of P, 
Proof. It is easy to find n2m linearly independent 
given inequalities with equality. 0 
We continue the polyhedral study of pT by introducing a class of inequalities 
10, l)n*m vectors in I?r satisfying the 
which, in a special form and together with the nonnegativity and the assign- 
ment inequalities, will allow us to define a complete polyhedral description of P7 
for n = 2. 
3. Partition inequalities 
Let I* = (II, ._., 12} and J * = {Jr, , J,} be two partitions of N not necessarily 
distinct, and let M * = {MI, . , M,} be a partition of M with 2 < 1 < n and such that 
none of the subsets I,, .J, and M, is empty. Then define a as follows: 
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l Vp,qsuchthatp+q>I+l,V~iZI,andVjEJ,setaijk=liff 
p-1 
k6 u M,. 
s=lFq+l 
l Vp,q such that p + q < 1, Vi E I, and Vj E J, set aijk = 1 iff 
l In all other cases Set aijk = 0. 
Now set 
1-l 
ao= iz rij+~~ilM~lx i I’plk’C~J~~)~ 
js.lt 
( p=s+l q=l 
p+q<l 
We call u’x < a0 a partition inequality. 
Proposition 3.1. Any partition inequality is validfor PT. 
Proof. First, notice that this inequality is satisfied with equality by all incidence 
vectors of a time-table. For every partition I*, J* and M*, just define the 2nm + n2- 
vector A as follows: 
lijk = - 1 Vj, k such that k E M,, j E lJflsI J, with s < 1, 
/iljk = 0 otherwise, 
~“2ik = 1 Vi, k such that k E M,7, i E lJkzs+ 1 I, with s > 0, 
~2ik = 0 otherwise, 
1L3ij = 1 Vi,j such that i E I,, j E J,, with p + q 6 1, 
~3ij = 0 otherwise. 
One can easily verify that a’ = J.‘D and a0 = ,I’d with D and d defined as in Section 2. 
Since all the components of a are nonnegative, u’x d a0 is valid for p,. 0 
Proposition 3.2. Any partition inequality u’x d a0 dejines a j&et of FT. 
Proof. For n = 2 it is easy to find 4m linearly independent vectors satisfying any such 
inequality with equality. For the case n 3 3, let b’x d b, be a facet-defining inequality 
of p, such that {.x E PTlatx < uo> c {xlb’x d b,}. We will show that a = yb for 
a positive constant y. It is well known that since p, is monotone, b 3 0 holds. 
Moreover, as has been shown in Proposition 3.1, any incidence vector xT of a time- 
table T satisfies a’xT = a,. Therefore, we have b’xT = bo. In a first step we will show 
that for any such incidence vector bijk = 0 for all i, j E N, k E M for which aijk = 0. 
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Fig. 4. A partition inequality for I = n = 3. ul, = r, , + r12 + rLI. 
Consider such a triple i, j, k, and a time-table T containing symbol k in cell ii. Then 
both the incidence vectors of T and of “T with symbol k in cell ij deleted” satisfy 
h’x < h, with equality. Consequently, bijk = 0. The second step consists in showing 
that for all the remaining triples ijk the values hijk are equal. 
For n = 3, we will exhibit a valid system of equations for h whose solutions 
necessarily satisfy this condition. We restrict the proof to the inequality illustrated in 
Fig. 4, i.e. I = n = 3 (the two possible cases for 1 = 2, II = 3 can be proved in the same 
way). The system of equations is built with the help of the four completable arrays 
T,(r, /I) (v = 1. 2, 3,4) depicted in Fig. 3. Note that for all distinct symbols CA and 
fl from M, the tables T,(a, /j) and T,,(j?. z) are completable in the same way. Let 
Ti(ct(, 8) and Ti(jl, a) denote the corresponding completed arrays. For any 
L> E (1, ,4), a(T;(a, /3)) = a(T;(fi, x)), and thus h( T,‘,(x, 8)) = h( T,‘(/I, 2)) which will 
be referenced as equation E,;, for fixed x and fl. 
Consider first x = k E M 1 and fl = k’ E M2. The corresponding system of equations 
is the following one: 
hz3k + h,,,, = h21k + blzk’> 
blzk, + b,,,, = bz,k + b33k> 
b,,, + h,,,, = b33k + &zk,> 
b - h32k’, 23k 
where the I;th equation is deduced from the equation E, for 1’ = 1,2,3,4. Then set 
x = k E Ml and /I = k” E M3, which gives 
The 
b3k + b2lk.s = h2,k + b12k,,, 
h 12k” + hlk” = b21k + hk, 
&I, +  h, Ik” = h3k + b2lk”, 
b -h 23k - 1 lk”. 
system resulting from merging these two has full row rank. One can check that 
a solution is given by setting all the variables the same value, thus proving that n = ;‘h. 
Now let us suppose that y1 > 4. We will use the same idea as in [3] to show that 
u’x < a,, defines a facet of FT. See Fig. 5 for a graphical representation of this 
inequality for the case 1 = n, Ml uM2 is abbreviated by M ,, 2, etc. and M\,K is 
denoted by rf for any K c M. 
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Fig. 5. A partition inequality a’x d a,,, with a~ = xi+ j G ,,?‘ij, 
Fig. 6. 
Consider the two arrays shown in Fig. 6 with i E IP, j E Jq, i’ E Ip,, j’ E Jq’, P, q 3 2 
andp+q>1+1,p’+q=p+q’=I+l,kEU~_~_,+1M,andk’EM\U~_~~4+lMs. 
From the definition of a we know that 
Ui’ j’k” = 1 iff aijk,, = 0 for all k” E M. (4) 
Since n > 4, the two subarrays of Fig. 6 are completable to full time-tables T; and 
T; in the same way. By our assumption on a’x d a0 and h’x < b,, this implies that 
p-1 p-1 
bi’j’k’ = bijk ~ k E (_) M,, k’EM\ u M,. (5) 
s=l-q+l s=l-q+1 
In particular, this implies that for any fixed p, q all bijk’S, i E I,, j E J,, k E M, such that 
aijk = 1 are equal. Next we show that bijk = bi’j’k’ for all i E I,, i’ E I,+ 1, 1 < p < 1, 
jeJ,,j’eJ,_l suchthatp+q=1+2andkEMpP1,k’EMp. 
Consider the time-tables depicted as the inner part in Fig. 7 (the outer parts 
referring to the vector a), choose k E M,_ 1 and choose k’ E M,. Then we obtain 
bi*j’k’ + bi’jk = bijk + bi’jk’ and thus bi’j’k’ = bijk for all k E M,_ 1, k’ E M,. In the same 
way we can show that bijk = bi’j’k, for all i E I,, i’ E I,+ 1, j E J,, .j’ E J,- 1, Y d p < 1, 
r~q61suchthatp+q=1+rand3dr<1,andallk~M~_q+l,k’~Mp. 
To finish our proof we use the two incomplete time-tables depicted as inner parts in 
Fig. 8 for k E A41 and k’ E Ml to show that bijk = bi’jk for i E I,, i’ E Zp+ 1, j E Jl, 
p=2,...,1-1. 
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Fig. 7 
-- 
Fig. 8 
Altogether we get that the coefficients of b associated with the lower right part of 
Fig. 5 are all equal, and, by relation (5) that all nonzero hijk's are equal. q 
4. Solving the n = 2 time-table problem by the greedy algorithm 
Let us consider problem (3) for n = 2 and arbitrary m. Observe that necessarily 
R = (I ;) and that the number of solutions can be exponential in nz. As we are going to 
show now, the problem can still be solved in polynomial time. If c is the objective 
function vector. we will use the special notation 
to abbreviate the expression cl lk - ClZk - c2lk + C22k. 
Algorithm 4.1. 
Step 1: Reinde.x the time periods pl, . , pm so that 
c(Wi) 3 c( WI) > .” 3 c(wi). 
Step 2: Set 
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Theorem 4.1. Algorithm 4.1 determines an optimal solutionfor problem (3) with n = 2 in 
C(m log m) steps. 
Proof. Consider the time-table T found by the algorithm. Let T’ be a time-table such 
that ~(7”‘) 3 c(T). Then there are indices iI, . ,il andjI, . . . ,j, such that: 
c(7')=c(T)+c(j~l) + .I. +c(~) 
or, equivalently, 
c(T’)=c(T)+c(mi) + ... +c(~~) 
By construction of T, 
for P = 1, . . . ,I, and, therefore, c(T’) G c(T). Finally, we just mention that step 
1 requires fY(m log m) steps. [? 
Our next result shows that the nonnegativity, assignment and (a special type of) 
partition inequalities are sufficient to fully describe pT, for n = 2. 
describes pTfor n = 2 in a complete and minimal way. 
217 
Proof. Let AX < h, .Y 2 0 denote the system (6) and consider the linear program 
U’(C) = maximize 8.~ subject to A.Y < /I, .Y > 0 (7) 
for an integral-valued objective function C, and its associate dual: 
DLP(c) = minimize 3.‘h subject to ;.‘A 3 C. i, 3 0. (8) 
To show that Ar < h, x 3 0 is TDI, we will construct an integral optimum solution 
for DLP(c). 
Crrsc I: Let C’ 3 0, and 
Let .x*, given by the array 
I. ,I r + 1, . . ..??I 
I’+ l,...,m I,...,/” ’ 
be an optimal solution of (3) (and, as will turn out. also of (7)) as obtained by 
Algorithm 4.1 and let c* = ct.x* be the associated objective function value. 
We associate respectively IVlk, 22kr ijk. & for all k E M. and then 25K and /,hK for all 
K i M to the inequalities of the system (6). 
Let I be the number of symbols k in M for which 
holds. Assume that I 3 r (the remaining case can be treated similarly) and define the 
vector i. as follows: 
I.~~ = min(c, rk - I.,,, cZlk - &) Vksuchthatccwi) 30, 
/+ = max(crZk - 2rk, cZZk - illi) dksuchthatc(wi] ~0. 
/+ = min(c12, - ilk, cZZk - i,,,) Vksuchthatc((wi] 30, 
i.,,=O b’K s M. 
ibR = 0 ‘#K c M. 
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The vector c’ with (c - c’)~ = >:A contains at most 21 positive entries, which are among 
c;rk and ciZk for k E {l, . . . , I). Observe also that, by construction, (c - c’)‘x* = tl,‘b, 
and that, by (Y), 
Now apply the following algorithm in order to make the entries c;ik and ciZk non- 
positive for all k E {Y f 1, . . . , I). 
Algorithm 4.2. 
Step 0: Set A’:= 0. 
Step 1: Ifcitk d 0 and cizk d Ofor all k E (r + 1, . . . ,l>, stop. 
Step2: Seta:=min~c~Ik,~~2k~~~lkr~~Zk~0,k~~l,.~.,I~~. 
Step 3: Ler I(:= (klcilk > 0, k E M), set Ad:= 0 except A& := E, and 
set c”.=1: clt - Ai’A. ,I’:= /2’ + AL Go CO Step 1. 
Observe that at any phase of the algorithm at least one of c; ik, ciZk for i E (1, . . . , r> 
is strictly positive. This follows from the fact that at any phase, c; 1 1 + cl2 1 2 ... 2 
cilm + c&, holds. This implies in particular that in Step 3: AL% = AE1’Ax* = W. The 
algorithm terminates after at most 21 steps since at every phase at least one more 
nonpositive value is created. 
To cover the remaining positive entries in c’, define A” as 
j_;lk = max(c, ik, 0) ‘d k E M, 
A’,‘, = max(czzk, 0) V k E M, 
J&=0 VK c M. 
Note that the vector /i* resulting of the summation of J., of ;_’ obtained in Algorithm 
4.2, and finally of j_” is a feasible integer solution of the dual program (8) satisfying the 
duality relation: 
E”“‘h = ctx*. (11) 
Case 2: If c $0, we define Cijk = max(O, cijk) for i,j E N, k E M to obtain an objec- 
tive function C which is nonnegative. An optimal solution X* of (7) with c replaced by 
C can now be obtained by setting all those X$ to 0 for which cijk < 0. In order to 
determine an optimal integral-valued solution of the corresponding dual Case 1 ap- 
plies. 
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To finish our proof we note that all inequalities of (6) are facet-defining for & with 
n = 2 since the assignment and partition inequalities can be obtained by applying the 
sequential lifting procedure (cf. [SJ). For the nonnegativity constraints this follows 
from Proposition 2.2. 0 
To terminate this section, let us show how the separation problem associated with 
this special type of partition inequalities can be solved in polynomial time. 
Proposition 4.1. For all x E R4”‘, the decision problem whether x E s+ is polynomiall~ 
sohahle. 
Proof. First note that the violation of all inequalities except the partition ones. can be 
trivially checked. Now let x E [0, 114” be a real vector. We will show that the violation 
of any partition inequality 
is equivalent to the violation of the following inequality: 
C max(x, Ik. x22k) d r. 
kshi’ 
(13) 
Suppose (13) is not satisfied, then for each k for which max(x, ik, .y22k) = xi ik let k E K 
and otherwise k#K. Clearly inequality (12) is not satisfied for this K. The converse is 
easily established by observing that 
The same technique can also be applied to any inequality of the form 
k&x,2k + ,,; pX21,c <S ‘dK G M (15) 
Finally, observe that the complexity of this procedure is c’(m). 0 
We conclude this section by giving some computational results about the facial 
structure of P$ and P:. The order-3 latin square polytope P; is defined to be the 
convex hull of the 12 solutions of (1) for n = m = 3 (i.e. ~ij = 1 for all i. j E N). Its 
monotonization p: is induced by 5836 completable arrays. 
l For PG we obtain 27 nonnegativity constraints, and one single class of inequalities 
containing 54 members. 
l p; is described by 83 826 inequalities leading to 93 classes, three of which corres- 
pond to partition inequalities. 
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5. Conclusion and final remarks 
We have presented some first classes of facet-de~ning inequalities for Pr and FT. 
We would also like to mention that the partition inequality generalizes the inequality 
presented in [3, Theorem 3.81: 
where P + s = n + 1, and 2 < r d s, which has been shown in [3] to be facet-defining 
for the associated monotone polytope. 
For the case of latin squares, completability conditions are available (cf. [6, I]). In 
particular, we know that any r x tl latin rectangle can be completed. Fig. 9 shows that 
incomplete time-tables, whose nonempty cells form an r x s rectangle, cannot be 
completed in general. The time-table T can easily be completed to a 2 x 4 latin 
rectangle using symbols 2, 3, 4 and 5. But no full completion of T exists since it 
violates the partition inequality given in Fig. 9 with ug = 7. It has been shown in 
Theorem 4.2 that r’; is fully described by the nonnegativity, assignment and partition 
inequalities. Moreover, it has been checked by computations that, for the case 
n = m = 3, any incomplete time-table satisfying all these inequalities is completable, It
is this observation that leads to the question of whether these inequalities are also 
sufficient o define conditions for the completion of incomplete time-tables for arbit- 
rary n and m. 
Another particular class of interesting inequalities eems to be those arising from 
odd cycles, as studied for latin square poIyhcdra in [3], Fig. 10 shows the associated 
array containing those symbols whose coefficients are equal to 1. Moreover, if a black 
square within cell ij stands to represent Vij - 1 symbols out of M in such a way that 
any pair of black squares within a row or column contains distinct symbols, we obtain 
an explicit representation. 
a= 
Fig. 9. incomplete rectangle time-tables. 
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TP = 
row 
(P + 1)/Z 
col 
b+ l)/:! 
y-gsl 
3,4 4,5 LEP n 1,-J 2,3 n 
Fig. 10. 
The associated inequality is 
c Xijk ~ Tp 
!, appear- in ccl1 iJ of Y’P 
with 
(/I+ lb.2 (p+ 1).2 
I’p= c r(p+3);2-i.i + C T(p+5);2-i.i. 
r=l i=2 
(16) 
To show that such inequalities are facet-defining for P, and following the same line as 
in [3]. we would also need necessary and sufficient conditions for the completability of 
incomplete time-tables. 
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